Enterprises today are experimenting with radical ideas,
to innovate and transform their business by
implementing technology solutions. We call these the
Breakaway Enterprises of the era - their path-breaking
adventures are not only inspiring, but also testimony
to the fact that Change is Good.
One such vital change catalyst is Intelligent Automation.

Here are the 7 steps you need to take to transfigure into the breakaway enterprise of the future.

1
Change of
Mindset
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Challenge the prevailing mindset in
your organization. How you define
automation and communicate about it
with respect to your business objectives
to your employees, will make or break
the case. Deal with them naysayers by
educating on benefits of automation.

Use Automation
as Productivity
Booster
Intelligent Automation levers such as Robotic
Process Automation can be scaled up when
required to take on new tasks or more work,
enabling higher output as needed.
Automation can always be scaled to meet
the needs of your business.

3
Automate to
Move People up
the Value Chain
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Inculcate Automation
in Your Organization
Culture

Is your Automation initiative helping
you improve retention, create better
roles by decoupling your human capital
from mundane tasks, and giving them
opportunities to work on strategic
initiatives? If you answered Yes, you
have won half the battle!

Enable automation at all levels by making
it an essential part of your organization’s
DNA rather than a mandate. This can be
achieved by initiatives like creating a bot
university, automation champions,
humbot communities, etc.

Automation
Academy

Focused trainings & certifications
through an inhouse Automation
Academy for different digital
technologies

Internal
Bot Store

HUMBOT
Community

Showcasing different types of

A shared community / forum where

bots developed internally that

employees can share their

are ready to be deployed

experiences and use cases

across different functions

real-time on how human-bot
convergence makes their work
easier and better

Democratization
of Automation

Train
the Trainer

Democratizing Automation by

Inhouse talent creation by

delivering opportunities and

training the trainers who’ll

benefits of automation to

further train more people

each employee at every level

Automation
Champions

Appointing the Go-To people
to drive automation from
within and across different
locations

5
It’s a Long Haul
Journey!
There’s so much more to Intelligent
Automation than merely saving costs – its real
potential lies in integrating without intrusion
and bridging gaps between legacy and
modern applications. Don’t start measuring
your RoI from day one: think long-term!

6
What v/s When
to Automate
Don’t start your journey with complex
processes. Select the processes wisely by
aligning them to your business goals.
Automating quick wins will build more
confidence around your journey.

7
Celebrate
the Little Victories

Starting your automation journey in small pockets, rejoicing your little victories and then replicating them
towards bigger areas are the perfect ways to automating your organization to glory. Hence, it’s imperative to
laud the efforts of everyone who contributed in this entire initiative irrespective of the magnitude of their roles
to encourage them to adopt the initiative with open arms.

Let our Automation Experts guide you in real-time, get actionable insights from the latest podcast and blogs
on Intelligent Automation.

Automation
Expert’s

Podcast

Intelligent
Automation
Blogs on

